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Compliment Functions  
in Czech, Polish and English

Joanna Bielewicz-Kunc

Abstract      

This paper presents a brief cross-cultural description of the functions of compliments. It is one of the 
results of an extensive study of compliments in Czech, Polish and English. Czech and Polish data 
was derived from the author’s corpus of 401 Czech and 412 Polish compliments collected naturally 
throwugh field observation, from selected TV talk shows and internet forums. English data came 
from existing studies on American, British, New Zealand, and Australian English compliments. 
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1 Introduction
Compliments, as one of the indicators of politeness, have been considered “social lubri-
cants”, as Wolfson (89) called them, often used to make social encounters run smoothly 
and in a more positive atmosphere. Observing everyday life situations, watching TV talk-
shows, series, or browsing internet chat rooms and forums, one may think that paying 
compliments is a must if one would like to start a conversation, if one would like to be 
accepted or welcomed in a relationship. Many psychological guides are also full of advice 
on how to compliment a woman or a man. The conclusions that may be derived from such 
guides are that it is essential to learn to compliment and receive compliments, and that 
everyone has encountered a compliment at some point in their life. Moreover, they claim 
that almost everyone appreciates and waits for compliments, whether they admit this or 
not, and irrespective of their gender. 

Compliments, as Wolfson, Brown and Levinson, and Holmes noted, function as a 
positively affective conversational strategy. Although this speech act may serve a purpose 
other than expressing praise or admiration, and only if it is used appropriately and in suit-
able conditions, it is perceived positively by its recipients. Following Golato’s suggestion 
that the position of compliments within longer interactions may determine their proper 
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interpretation and judgement as to their function, the author of this paper in many cases 
analysed longer strings of turn-takes in order to learn the other purposes which a compli-
ment may have apart from praise. This particularly holds true in the case of implicit or 
indirect compliments, or those compliments containing negatively characterised vocabu-
lary, whose form and meaning may be ambiguous if they are uttered in isolation or without 
a proper context.

2 Methodology
The aim of this paper is briefly to present the compliment functions applied by Czech and 
Polish speakers, as compared to English speakers, mostly Americans. For the sake of this 
study the author assumed that a compliment is equal to praise, and decided to analyse only 
those exchanges in which a compliment was understood as praise, or if after some negotia-
tion it was finally acknowledged. The author is aware that a thorough investigation into the 
question of what makes a real compliment should be implemented in further study.      

Research was based on an ethnolinguistic approach. Data for this study was obtained 
in the course of an 18-month field observation carried out by the author in the Czech 
Republic and Poland. Additional data sources were selected Czech and Polish TV talk 
shows, namely Jan Saudek’s Czech talk show and Wojewódzki’s Polish show, and internet 
forums in which the participants exchanged their experience with compliments or talked 
freely applying praise. (See Table 1 for details of the corpus.) 

Czech and Polish compliments corpus
Data source Czech Polish
Field observation
TV talk shows
Internet forums

269
81
51

292
76
44

TOTAL number of Cs: 401 412

Table 1: Czech and Polish compliments (Cs) corpus details.
     

While collecting the corpus, the author took account of the circumstances in which a com-
pliment occurred and noted the response to it. English compliment data was adapted from 
the existing studies in the field carried out by such researchers as Herbert, Wolfson, Manes 
and Holmes, in America, Great Britain, New Zealand, and Australia. (See Table 2 in part 3 
of this paper for details.) Nevertheless, the author suggests that more up-to-date research 
in American, British or Australian naturally occurring compliments should be conducted.

3 Functions of English compliments 
According to Brown and Levinson’s theory a compliment is an example of a positive 
politeness strategy, as the speaker refrains from self-praise and shows interest and respect 
towards the hearer. Olshtain and Cohen observed that “the speech act of complimenting 
is intrinsically courteous and enables the speaker to make use of available opportunities 
to express an interest in the hearer” (158). A compliment is also an interlocutor-centred 
speech act, since the emotions arise in response to states of affairs that are linked to the 
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interlocutor. Consequently, as its purpose is to boost the positive face of the compliment 
receiver, it is generally a polite speech act, or, according to Kerbrat-Orecchioni’s polite-
ness scheme, it is a Face Flattering Act (FFA).1

Doohan and Manusov observed that “[v]iewing compliments as important, relational 
speech acts situates them as cultural constructions that reflect agreed upon ways of behav-
ing” (171). It has long been recognized that compliment acts are important and serve 
a serious socio-cultural linguistic function. They usually play an important role in the 
development and support of interpersonal relationships. The function of maintaining soli-
darity between interlocutors explains the use of recognizable vocabulary, and explicit and 
formulaic patterns of compliments which enable the compliment receiver to decipher the 
implied meaning of praise. However, that praise should concern something that both par-
ties regard positively, and it must be valued by their cultures (Manes; Holmes). Manes and 
Wolfson indicated that explicit compliments may occur independently of the other turns 
within a conversation, suggesting that their position in a discourse determines their func-
tions (394). The author would like to point out that, on the one hand, a compliment and 
its response alone may constitute a whole speech event, a closed interaction. On the other 
hand, they may constitute a prelude to another speech act (e.g. congratulating, requesting), 
or simply act as a conversation opening. Americans tend to use explicit forms more often 
than other nations (Knapp et al.), and as they are clearly marked features of conversation 
they are most frequently used to maintain social harmony and sustain social interaction 
(Celce-Murcia).

Manes and Wolfson regarded their primary function as “establishment or reaffirmation 
of common ground, mutuality, or … solidarity” (395). Holmes (1993) also underlined their 
affective and social rather than informative and referential functions (101). She explained 
further that cases in which a compliment creates social distance compromise the expres-
sion of good-fellowship.

Cunningham,2 discussing opening lines and pickup lines in British and American Eng-
lish, enumerated compliments among the opening gambit options used to get to know a 
stranger of a different gender, and start a relationship. He included them into ‘cute/flippant 
lines’, together with sexual innuendoes and playful challenges. However, he observed that 
the unskilful use of compliments and/or other cute/flippant lines to start a conversation 
with a female stranger may be risky for a man, since research conducted among 300 young 
adult Americans showed that about 80% of the opening lines which contained cute/flip-
pant lines were rejected by women. Cunningham further noted that “[f]ollow-up studies 
suggested that males who tried cute/ flippant lines were seen [by American women] as less 
intelligent and less responsible than were males who tried other approaches.”

Similar results were obtained in his British studies, and Cunningham concluded that 
“(…)[r]esearch indicates that few women welcome or accept sexual pickup lines from 
total strangers. (…) Like the game of chess, from which the term opening gambit was 
derived, initial conversations between strangers take place in the context of implicit norms 
and scripts.”2 

Stewart3 indicated that the use of compliments at the beginning of an interview may 
help to establish its tone and climate. He explained that “[s]mall talk, humor, and compli-
ments may help to establish a relationship or build on a relational history, but all three 
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should be used in moderation. Too much, and they may “turn off” the other party, particu-
larly if the talk, humor, and compliments seem forced or insincere.”

Cordella et al. also noticed that some compliments may indeed be insincere. Consider 
the following example, provided by the author of this paper:  

[1] A woman [W] visits her female neighbour [H] and sees a newly rede-
corated living room with brightly coloured walls, which in fact looks 
awful according to her, notice her reaction to the host’s remark.

 H: What do you think of the colour ? I’ve chosen it myself.
 W: You have great taste.  

Cordella explained that “[t]he need to compliment and even to use an insincere compli-
ment because it is expected in that circumstance might suggest a number of ideas. In a 
society in which strong relationships are scarce due to the mobility of its members, the 
compliment may play the role of strengthening the friendship by praising the addressee.” 
(249) 

On the whole, people compliment others in order to display gratitude, express approval, 
to greet, start or finish a conversation, soften a criticism or request (Brown and Levinson), 
to create and support solidarity between interlocutors (Herbert; Manes; Wolfson), and to 
praise and admire (Herbert). 

Apart from these functions, compliments may serve to strengthen or replace such 
speech acts as apology and thanking. On some occasions they are applied to soften criti-
cism, and then, they are usually followed by ‘but’ or ‘though’ and the expression of criti-
cism (Wolfson). Kreuz and Glucksberg went even further by naming a type of compliment 
called an ironic compliment, which does not display the social norm of making a positive 
statement. Thus ironic compliments, as well as implicit compliments, can be more difficult 
to understand. Consider the following examples coming from Polish data gathered by the 
author:

[2] In the following situation there are two friends [A and B] who have 
not very well paid jobs, and often struggle to make the both ends 
meet at the end of the month. However, one of them seems to manage 
quite well, and she creates the impression that she ‘multiplies’ money. 
They meet at a party one day and A comments on B’s dress:

 A: It’s boring. Another new dress this week ?
 B: [Laughs and nods her head.]
 A: How do you do that ? I want that, too.
 B: You must come with me one day and I’ll show you.

The word ‘boring’ denotes A’s jealousy, and the expression ‘another…this week’ indicates 
her admiration. Unless one knows the context of such turns, one will not notice that the 
first turn by A was a compliment. It contained a hint of irony, albeit A’s second turn rein-
forced the positive comment without provoking conflict. Unlike in the following Polish 
example, given by the author:
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[3] A girl friend to her male date. 
 A: You’re so cute. You’re my little donkey.

The receiver’s reaction was offence, as he did not fancy being compared to a donkey – a 
synonym for stupidity. To which the girl explained that she meant a very specific donkey 
– the one from the film titled ‘Shrek’, which was clever and sweet. However, it hardly 
convinced the boy of her good intentions. If it was uttered right after watching the film, the 
boy might have inferred the implied meaning. 

Another example comes from a series of Polish talk show titled “Wojewódzki”, in 
which the author found a compliment situation which would not be understood by some-
one outside Polish society, or someone who is not interested in the Polish world of celebri-
ties. Here the male host [M] converses with a beautiful Polish actress, and his compliment 
is pretty implicit and may also sound double-sided as a criticism.

[4] M: Niedługo wejdą 4 filmy z tobą. Wszędzie ty grasz, ty jesteś jak Szyc.
 F: [nods her head with approval] To jest komplement dla mnie.
 M: Ja musze jakiś program przyrodniczy włączyć, gdzie 

pszczółki, a tu nagle wyskakuje  Dereszowska, jako truteń.
 F: [laughs]
 [- There will be four films featuring you soon.  You 

play everywhere, you are like Szyc.
 - This is a compliment for me.
 - I have to change the channel onto one about nature, where there are 

bees, …  and there suddenly Dereszowska jumps out as a drone.] 

It may sound offensive at first if a woman is being compared to a man – the Polish actor 
Borys Szyc, who is not considered the ideal of a beau. And although he compared her to 
this male actor, she took it as a compliment, believing that in the case of the actor Borys 
Szyc, the fact that he had appeared in many productions meant he was popular and desired, 
and that being compared to him was a privilege. She thanks him for it as for a compliment, 
even though being popular does not necessarily mean being a good actor. The male host’s 
second turn here could be understood in the sense that some people may feel there is too 
much of this actress on TV, and there are productions for which she is not really suitable. 
However, she took it as a joke. This might have been a hidden criticism, but the way one 
interprets it depends on one’s self-esteem.

In 1995 Dews and Winner, while discussing functions of irony and sarcasm, put for-
ward the Tinge Hypothesis, according to which irony serves to mute the implied negative 
meaning. This hypothesis can also be used to interpret ironic compliments, since an ironic 
compliment features a negative statement with a positive meaning intended. Dews and 
Winner reported that ironic compliments were perceived as more offensive than literal 
and explicit compliments. Following the Tinge Hypothesis, the reason for this is that the 
negative literal meaning of ironic compliments arouses a less positive perception of mean-
ing. Thus they require a more sophisticated context, enabling participants and scene to be 
appropriately comprehended. In conclusion, it could be observed that irony decreases the 
negative perception of criticism and intimates the positivity of praise. 
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Finally, Cordella et al., having studied Australian English and Spanish compliment 
behaviour, observed that a compliment may occur in the middle of conversation simply in 
order to maintain its flow and to avoid long pauses. 

As a summary of the above see Table 2, which shows compliment functions mentioned 
in previous English studies.

Researcher / study year/ 
language [if provided] Function(s) named by the researchers.

Brown & Levinson (1978);
Am English

Searle (1976); 
Norrick (1978); 

Brown & Levinson (1978);
Wolfson (1983);
Am English 

Brown & Levinson (1987);
Olshtain & Cohen (1991);
Am English

Manes & Wolfson (1980);
Am English
Holmes (1993)
New Zealand English

Kreuz & Glucksberg (1989);
Dews & Winner (1995);

Herbert (1991)
Am English and Polish

Chen (1993)
Am English

Cordella et al. (1995) 
Australian English

Kebrat-Orecchioni (2005);
Jucker & Taavitsainen (2008)

Cunningham (2009)
British and Am English

Apologising; thanking; expressing approval; 
greeting; as conversation opener or closing; 

A compliment as the Expressive Speech Act – it verbalises the 
emotions which arise in a speaker who is a witness of some states of 
affairs and reacts to these. Here insincere compliments may occur.

Compliments used in order to soften criticism.

Compliments used to show interest and respect towards a hearer. 

Compliments have affective and social functions. “Social lubricants”.

Compliments used in order to mitigate irony or to express irony.

Compliments used in order to request information; to praise and admire.

One should meet the cultural requirement for praise in a 
certain context (for example, to notice and praise somebody’s 
looks after s/he put some effort into looking good). 

Compliments used in order to make conversation flow smoothly, 
and to avoid pauses. They also help to strengthen friendship.

Compliments as Face Flattering Acts, or Face Enhancing Acts, are 
uttered in order to meet and enhance the face wants of the addressee.

Compliments used as opening gambits applied in order 
to get to know a stranger of a different gender.

Stewart (2009)
Am English

Compliments may be used at the beginning of an interview 
in order to establish its positive tone and climate.

Table 2: Compliment functions according to previous English studies.
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4   Functions of Czech and Polish compliments 
Having analyzed the corpus of Czech and Polish compliment situations, the author selected 
those in which the compliment was understood as such by the addressee, and she distin-
guished several of the most frequent reasons for speakers in these cultures to praise others. 
It must be observed that some categories may overlap as most compliments are uttered in 
order to praise and positively evaluate. However, having analysed the context of the com-
pliments, the author decided to point out possible additional or secondary motives existing 
within positive evaluation. [Note: The compliments are presented as they were naturally 
uttered; no alterations were made in grammar or choice of vocabulary. The author has also 
indicated those taken from the internet.]

– to praise and positively evaluate someone, for example:

[5] A young Czech female speaker [F] to her older collea-
gue after he had performed on the guitar:

 F: Zahrál jsi to super. Jseš fakt dobrý.
 [(You) have played that super. (You) are really good.] 

[6] A Polish male [M] to his female partner:
 M: Jestes kobietą idealną.
 [(You) are an ideal woman.]

– for the addressee to feel better, esteemed, and 
raise his/her self-esteem, for example:

[7] A 30-year-old Czech man [M] to his younger friend after the game of tennis.
 M: Ty jo! Za chvíli budeš jako profesionál.
 [Wow, in a while you will be like a professional.] 
  
[8] [Internet source] Czech - A wife [W] and a husband [H] who pays 

a compliment. She is preparing for a party, trying on some clothes, 
and looking into the mirror, she says with resignation,

 W: Eee, mĕ by žádný muž už nechtĕl.
 H: Ale chtĕl, jéjé tĕch by bylo, a nemysli si, že mi s nĕjakým utečeš. 
 [W: Eee, no man would like (to take) me anymore.
 H: They would still like to take you, and there would be plenty of them, 

but don’t you dare think you would run off with one of them.]

[9] [Internet source] A Polish male [M] to his female partner, who 
always complained about being overweight. He noticed her loo-
king into the mirror and grimacing, and he says softly, 

 M: Kocham te twoje wałeczki.
 [I love those your little curves (literally: little rolls).]
  
[10] A Polish female [F] to her female co-worker, who usually seems 

to struggle to present her professionalism in typically male com-
pany, after she performed a good presentation at work.
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 F: No tak, jak zawsze niezawodna.
 FC: Dzięki.
 [F:Well, yes, (you) have been unfailing, as always.
 FC: Thanks.]

The author would like to observe that the expression in [10] was uttered with intonation 
clearly indicating admiration, which may indicate that this example falls within the first 
and second category at the same time. In this case intonation was crucial, for if the same 
words were uttered with a sarcastic tone they would not be appreciated, and thus would be 
perceived as irony indicating the speaker’s jealousy. On the whole the author has observed 
that both Czech and Polish speakers tend to avoid explicit praise in their workplace. Most 
instances that were observed concerned achievements and skills, and were uttered among 
friends or close co-workers.

– to encourage the addressee to perform an action once again or better.  
However the hint is not always explicitly expressed, for example:

[11] At a party. A Czech male speaker [M] to his female collea-
gue after he managed to cause a smile on her face:

 M: Vidíš, tenhle ti mnohem víc sluší. Mĕla by 
ses smát častĕji a ne být pořád vážná.

 F: Jo, díky. Budu se snažit. 
 [M: You see, this suits you more. You should smile 

more often and not be so serious all the time.
 F: Thanks. I will try.]

[12] An older Czech male speaker [M] to a young 
female singer [F] during a talk show.

 M: Vy máte nádherně zastřený hlas.
 F: To protože jsem nemocná.
 M: A to nemáte pořád ?
 F: Ne, to nemám.
 M: A to si udržujte, to je úžasný.
 F: Dĕkuju.
 [M: You (have) speak in a beautifully hoarse voice.
 F: That’s because I am ill.
 M: And you don’t have it all the time ?
 F: No, I don’t.
 M: But (try) to retain that, it’s superb.
 F: Thank you.]

In [12] the man’s third turn served to enhance the compliment paid in the first line. The 
singer downgraded the compliment at first, nevertheless the man went on to justify his 
praise, and finally the singer acknowledged the compliment in her third turn.   
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[13] At home. A Polish female to her husband after he had pre-
pared dinner; she says with a murmur in her voice,

 F: Mmm, misiaczku, robisz najlepsze spagetti na świecie.
 M:[smiles]          
 [Mmm, my little bear, you make the best spaghetti in the world.]

In [13] the woman encourages the man to participate in the household duties by apply-
ing praise. It may be argued that it was not a sincere compliment as her purpose was 
encouragement, not praise. However, it cannot be denied she was happy with the fact that 
her husband had helped her in cooking and she wanted to make sure it was noticed and 
appreciated. She might have viewed her compliment as a gift or a reward for the gift - the 
cooking - that she had received from her husband.

– to introduce the topic of a conversation / as a prelude for a topic, for example:

[14] A Czech male [M] to a female [F] almost the same age, [an interview 
in a talk show], to introduce the  topic of her relations with men:

 M: Jste rozkošná...
 F: [smiles]
 M: Vyprávĕjte mi o mužských...
 [M: You are delightful...
 F: [smiles]
 M: Tell me about (your) men...]

[15] A Polish male host [M] to his female guest [F] during a talk show. When he 
wanted to introduce the topic of plastic surgery, he praised the guest twice:

 M: Ania, ty wiesz, że nie masz słowiańskiej urody. No, jesteś dosyć nietypowa.
 F: [looks puzzled] 
 M: Prawda? Jesteś… no jesteś ‘hot’.
 F: Do czego dążysz, bo nie wiem?
 M: Ja już doszedłem do końca.
 F: [laughs]
 M: Ale zmieniłabyś coś … w przyszłości? Coś podciągniesz? Przeciągniesz?
 [- Ania, you know you do not have Slavic looks  

[beauty]. Yeah, you are quite untypical. 
 - [looks puzzled]
 - Am I right? You are …. yes, you are hot.
 - What do you mean [literally: what are you coming to], because I do not get it?  
 - I have already come to the end. 
 - [laughs]
 - But would you change anything … in the future? Would 

you lift anything? Lengthen out anything?] 

In [15] the female guest seemed not to understand that she had been praised at first as the 
man used the ambiguous expression untypical, which may have had some negative conno-
tation. The host noticed this, and in his second turn he praised her explicitly, nevertheless 
she remained suspicious of his intentions and asked what he meant, and it occurred to her 
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that he did not mean to offend her by calling her untypical, and he turned the conversation 
around by telling a joke and asking if she would change anything (about her body) in the 
future.  

– the compliment as a mitigation of a potentially FTA of request, for example:

[16] [Internet source] A 10-year-old Czech male patient [P] in a hospital to a nurse:
 P: Vypadáte tak hezky jako moje maminka. Dáte mi eštĕ jednu buchtičku?
 [P: You look as beautiful as my mum. Would you give me one more roll ?]

[17] A young Czech male [M] to his friend seeing his new car:
 M: Ty vole ! Zavezeš mĕ večer domů ?
 [Wow, would you take me home (in your car) in the evening?]

[18] [Internet source] A Polish male [M] to the female secretary at work:
 M: Pani Bożenka zawsze taka elegancka i taka 

porządna. Wyszuka mi pani te dokumenty ? 
 [Missus (little) Bożena is always so elegant and so orga-

nized. Could you look for these files for me ?] 

[19] At a party. A young Polish male to his female classmate. This compliment 
may be treated as a sexual proposal if uttered to a stranger, or a person of 
lower status. Here the interlocutors knew each other well and were on the 
same social level, and the addressee took it just as a flirtatious remark:

 M: Jesteś słodka jak cukiereczek, tylko rozpakować.
 F: [laughs]
 [(You) are as sweet as a candy, (one needs) only (to) unwrap you.]
 
[20]4  The Polish Internet chat with Dorota Robaczewska – a singer. 

 <cdm> Dorotko jesteś Najpiękniejsza!!! Kocham 
Cię!!! Wyjdziesz za mnie??? ;-)))

 [Dorotka, (little Dorota) you are the most beauti-
ful ! I love you ! Would you marry me ?]

[21]4  The Polish Internet chat with Dorota Robaczewska – a singer. 

 NadeslanePytanie: Jesteś zmysłową i naprawdę piękną kobietą 
o niesamowitym uśmiechu i spojrzeniu. Jedyne pytanie jakie 
chciałbym Ci zadać, to czy umówiłabyś się z Internautą?

 [(You) are a sensual and really beautiful woman with an amaz-
ing smile and looks. The only question I would like to 
ask you is if you would date with a netizen ?] 

– to initiate contact, to make friends, or to show interest in the other person,  
for example: 

 [22] A Czech male speaker [M] to his new female co-worker during an integra-
tive meeting, he observed her for a while and then approached and said: 

 M: Ty se krásnĕ smĕješ. Dáš si nĕco k pití?
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 F: (Smiles and says) Proč ne ?.
 [M: You have a beautiful smile. Would you like anything to drink ?
 (to which she agrees)]
 
[23] A young Polish female [F] to a boy sitting next to her 

amongst the spectators during a game of basketball.
 F: Wow, ale masz zajebiste tatuaże.
 M: Tak? A ty jakieś masz ?
 [F: Wow, you have the most fuc… (swear word) tattoos.
 M: Have I ? And you – do you have any? ]
 And the conversation may continue.

[24] In one of the Czech dance-pubs, on Friday night, a man [M] – approxi-
mately 25 yearsold, paid a compliment to two women – approxi-
mately 32-36-year-olds, dancing next to him and singing a popu-
lar song. After the song, he embraced them both and said:

 M: Díky holky. Bylo to super.
 [Thanks girls. It was super.]

To which they just smiled in response. 
In [24] apparently the speaker wanted to thank the women for the great fun he had 

had watching them dancing and singing, taking into consideration the fact that before they 
entered the dance floor almost no one had danced so vigorously. Such a compliment may 
be perceived as an expression of gratitude, or an attempt to establish some rapport with 
the addressee, provided the women decided to continue the conversation in any way. As it 
occurred in the following Polish example:

[25] Situation in a pub. A man, [M] approximately 24-25 years old, 
approaches a woman (of the same age) sitting alone at the table, 
looking as if she was waiting for someone. He says,

 M: Taka piękna dziewczyna …. i sama ? 
 W: Czekam na koleżankę, zaraz przyjdzie.
 M: No ładnie, to będą dwie śliczne dziewczyny.
 W: [a smile and she seems perplexed] 
 M: Ja też jestem sam… to znaczy z kolegą. Możemy 

się przysiąść ? Może postawić wam coś ?
 W: Ok. Dobra. Weź nam dwa piwka z sokiem.
 M: Już się robi.
 [M: Such a beautiful girl … and alone ?
 W: I am waiting for my friend, she will be here in a minute.
 M: That’s great, there will be two beautiful girls.
 W – [a smile and she seems perplexed]
 M: I am alone too … I mean I am here with my friend. 

Can we join you ? Can I buy you a drink ?
 W: Ok. Good. Take two beers with juice for us.
 M: In no time at all.]
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In [25] the initial compliment worked as a conversation opener, and the second compli-
ment, in the third line, could be understood as a kind of additional strengthening and 
encouragement to continue the conversation.

– to praise while appearing as if the complimenter is seeking information  
at the same time, for example: 

[26] A Czech male [M1] to his friend [M2] after a game of basketball:
 M1: Jak to dĕláš že ti to tak jde?
 M2: Snažím se. 
 [M1: How do you do that? You are so good at it.
 M2: I do my best.]

[27] A Polish female [F] to her colleague [FC] seeing her new shoes.
 F: Ooo, gdzie kupiłaś te buty?
 FC: W CCC, w Srebrnej. Fajne, nie ?
 [F: Wow, where did you buy these shoes ?
 FC: In CCC, in Srebrna (Mall). Great, aren’t they ?]

[28] A Polish female [F] to her friend at her home, 
she smells something nice and said:

 F: Mmmm, co za zapach…co to ?
 FF: To niespodzianka.
 [F: Mmmm, what a smell…what is it?
 FF: It’s a surprise.]

Such situations are normally perceived as compliments, not requests, and the addressees 
rarely provide detailed information in their responses; here Poles do so more often than 
Czechs. It is more conventional than substantial, and illustrates the interactive nature of 
compliments (Sifianou 404). Nevertheless, the author decided to classify this as a sepa-
rate category, since sometimes the complimenter receives information instead of simple 
acknowledgement. 

– to thank, or as a prelude to an expression of gratitude, for example: 

[29] A Czech male told a joke and a female hea-
rer [F] had a good laugh, and she says:

 F: Jste hezký.
 [F: You are wonderful.]

[30] A Polish female [F] to her older female neighbour about her beautiful garden.
 F: Dzięki Pani mam wspaniały widok z okna. 
 [F: Thanks to You I have a very beautiful view from my window.]
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– to express attention to a change in somebody’s looks, or his/her new  
possession, for example:

[31] A Czech female [F] to her friend noticing she has changed her hairdo.
 F: Ty jo, ty jsi byla u kadeřníka ? Sluší ti to.
 F: Díky.
 [F: Wow, you have been at the hairdresser’s. It suits you.]
 [32] A Polish female [F] to her female friend after she has noti-

ced that the friend has redecorated her living room:
 F: Ooo, jaka zamiana…świetny kolor wybrałaś. A te dodatki…
 [Oh, what a change…you have chosen a great 

colour. And (look at) these accessories…]

In many cases the complimentee reacts with some history of the event, for example 
describing how or where s/he bought the object, or promises to provide some help for the 
complimenter in case s/he would also like to have a similar thing or change something in 
his/her look, depending on the object of praise. The reason why the author classified these 
as not being praise exclusively is the same as that stated in [27] above. Moreover, some of 
the author’s subjects in her broader study claimed they would like the other to notice the 
change in their looks, especially when they had put a lot of effort into it. This may influ-
ence the content of such compliments and secondarily the reason a compliment was paid 
– an existing change. 

– to react to a compliment, for example:

[33] A Czech female [F] and a male speaker [M] during an interview on TV:
 F: Vy jste mužný.
 M: [smiles] A to je dobrý, a vy jste velmi reprezentativní.
 [F: You are so manly.
 M: That’s good, and you are very representational.]

[34] A Polish female [F] and her male acquaintance [M] when they 
meet accidently after several years in the street, he compli-
ments her on her look, and she returns the compliment: 

 F: Bartek to ty ?
 M: O, cześć Magda... (embraces her) no widzę, 

że czas się dla ciebie zatrzymał.
 F: Ty też się nic nie zmieniłeś.
 [F: Baterk, is that you ?
 M: Oh, hi Magda...well, I see time has stopped for you.
 F: You have not changed either.] 
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– to introduce someone (usually in the media, where one of the aims is to 
attract the audience with an ingenious introduction), for example:

[35] A Czech male TV host [M] introducing his next female guest on his talk show:
 M: A teď pozvu neobyčejnĕ půvabnou mladou dámu, která pro mě je jed-

ním z osmi divů světa, ona je ten osmý. Na to, že je to maminka od dětí, 
to by nikdo nikdy neřekl. Po věku nepátrám, ale může to být už přes 
dvacet. Není to nikdo méně půvabný, než dívka...Sabina Laurinová.

 [M: And now, I would like to introduce a very charming young lady who, for 
me, is one of the eight wonders of the world, she is the eighth one. And no one 
would say that she is a mother. I am not interested in her age, but she may be 
older than 20. There is no one more charming than Mrs. Sabina Laurinová.]

[36] A Polish TV news male host [M] introducing his female 
co-worker presenting the weather forecast:

 M: A teraz słow kilka o pogodzie w pieknym wydaniu Doroty Gardias.
 [M: And now a couple of words about the weather (pre-

sented) in a beautiful way by Dorota Gardias.] 

– to entertain, as the compliments contain funny comparisons or phrases,  
for example:

[37] A Czech male to his female friend about her loud laugh.
 M: Smĕješ se jako kulomet, ale je to strašnĕ sexy.
 F: [laughs]
 [M: Your laugh sounds like a machine gun, but it is very sexy.] 

[38] A Polish female [F] to her boyfriend about his nice and funny smile:
 F: Masz najbardziej świstakowo-wampirkowy uśmiech na świecie. 
 [F: You have the most gophery-vampiric smile in the world.]

In most such cases the amusing implication is unintentional and the complimenter’s aim is 
to praise in a very original way.

The following examples and functions were found in Czech or Polish data respectively.

– to change the topic, for example:

[39] A Czech male host [M] to a younger actress [F] during a talk 
show. His second compliment here seemed to be uttered to change 
the topic or to prevent the topic from going in the wrong direc-
tion, which is why he cut into the woman’s turn with it:

 M:Vy jste božská ... co že jste tak elegantní?
 F: [displays embarrassment] Já nevím, to vám 

tak připadá, vy máte zvrhlý vkus.
 M: To si ke mně ještě žádná dívka nedovolila.
 F: Jste jediný muž, se kterým bych se...
 M: Vy jste sluníčko.
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 [M: You are a goddess, how come you are so elegant.
 F: I don’t know, you think so, you have bad taste.
 M: No woman has ever said that to me.
 F: You are the only man with whom I would....
 M: You are the (little) sun.]

Here the host was totally in control of what was going on in this conversation. His aim was 
to carry on an original conversation which could uncover the real self of the guest, not to 
display his own inner self.

– to mitigate criticism, for example:

[40] A Polish male [M] to his wife trying on a new dress:
 M: Wygladasz świetnie, ale wolę cię w czerwonym.
 [M: You look great, but I prefer you wearing red.]

5   Conclusions
It seems that compliments function more or less in the same way in all of the societies 
examined here. The author found examples in her Czech and Polish corpus which confirm 
all functions mentioned in the previous American, Australian, New Zealand, and British 
English compliment studies given in Table 2. On the whole, American, British, Australian, 
New Zealand, Czech and Polish compliments positively affect an interaction, and help to 
maintain good relationships. The functions mentioned by Holmes, Wolfson and Manes (in 
which compliments work as a social lubricant), or by Brown and Levinson, and Olshtain 
and Cohen (to express interest in the hearer), are also reflected in the Czech and Polish 
corpus. 

However, using compliments as a common strategy leading to the cementing of a rela-
tionship by praising some shared values is much more frequently utilised by the Ameri-
cans than by the British, Czechs and Poles. That is why any central European citizen 
coming home from the United States has the impression that Americans continually pay 
compliments. The reason is, as Brown and Levinson explained, the fact that mainstream 
American culture is based on solidarity, and thus people seek some common factors, points 
of connection with anyone they meet. In other words, one of the main purposes of com-
munication in American society is building up a sense of equality and belonging. 

All in all, as far as compliment functions are concerned, the author observed a relative 
coherence in all of the cultures studied. The aspect which differentiated them was the fre-
quency of use of a particular function, which was also connected to the overall frequency 
of compliments in a given society. Finally, the author suggests further analysis of com-
pliment exchanges in which a compliment was not appreciated by the recipient, or was 
treated as insincerity or flattery. That is why it is necessary to develop a clear determina-
tion of what a successful compliment could be, incorporating a description of the context 
and factors influencing the act of complimenting.   
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Notes
1  FFAs are those actions in which the face wants of the addressee are enhanced, and probably 

those of the speaker too (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2005).
2  Entry Citation: Michael R. Cunningham.”Opening Lines.” Encyclopedia of Human Relation-

ships. Ed. William F. Eadie. 2009. SAGE Publications. 18 Sep. 2009. <http://sage-ereference.com/
humanrelationships/Article_n381.html>. 

3  Entry Citation: Charles J. Stewart. “Interviewing.” 21st Century Communication: A Refer-
ence Handbook. Ed. William F. Eadie. 2009. SAGE Publications. 18 Sep. 2009. <http://sage-eref-
erence.com/communication/Article_n21.html>.

4  Chat with Ms. Dorota Robaczewska ‘DODA’ – a Polish singer; czat.wp.pl
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